
“You don’t always realize the hassles, hiccups, 
and wasted time in the process until you see how 
technology can improve it. The only way to raise  
gross profit is by making the customer happy.” 

Tyler Degele, Sales Manager, Power Kia
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Online and in-store,  
everyone wins with digital retail

Happier customers, faster deals,  
and higher profits

What happens when you digitize the car-buying journey?

Optimize customer experience1

Increase sales and revenue3

Elevate employee performance and efficiency 2

Take your dealership to new 
heights with digital retail

Buyers drive their deal online as far as they’d like. 

Digital-equipped sales consultants elevate the in-store experience. 

Seamless digital retail accelerates deals to close more efficiently and profitably.

Mike Anderson, CSO of Lexus of Lehigh Valley, 

made Upstart Auto Retail an integral part of his 

dealer’s operational restructuring.
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Learn how some of our hundreds  
of dealer clients raised the bar for:

“I’ve never had so  
many people say ‘this is  

the best purchase  
experience I’ve ever had’”

“The best is always 
seeing emails that inform 

us we have a new car 
purchase in our CRM.”

Upstart Auto Retail elevates the customer 

experience  so every stage — online or  

in-store — happens more smoothly.

“This new way of putting the customer first  

has significantly improved our CSI levels.” 

Tyler Degele, Sales Manager, Power Kia.

Power Kia

86%  
faster sales

67%  
sales handled 

remotely

15%  
increase in 

appointments

Make onboarding a breeze and help improve retention with  
digital tools that simplify. Empower sales consultants to break 

records by streamlining every step.

Bring a client-led digital approach to the online and in-store showroom.
Digital retail’s efficiency and optimizations boost the bottom line.

“A whole new way to train teams, cascade  

information, and present new processes efficiently.”  

Laurie Johnson, VP of Training, DGDG

170%  
higher PVR

59%  
higher PVR

75%
higher online  

close rate

40%
lift in YoY 

gross profit

15%
increase in 
close rate

90
minutes saved 

per deal

+ $1,400 - $3,000
more revenue per deal

Head to upstart.com/dealers to explore these  
case studies and bring digital auto retail—and results 

like these—to your dealership. 

Higher sales 
team take-home

More efficient 
operations

Improved 
CSI scores

More repeat 
customers

Better 
reviews

Faster 
sales

Happier 
clients

Peak 
performance

Operational 
efficiency

More deals 
closed

Higher 
PVR

Increased 
profits

Create the digitized car buying experience today’s buyers crave. 

Customer 
Satisfaction

Employee 
performance

Sales and 
revenue

Germain Automotive Germain Automotive

from 8% to 14% 
Del Grande Dealer Group

Check out the full 2022 case studies referenced above
1. Lexus of Lehigh Valley: upstart.com/dealers/case-studies/lexus-of-lehigh-valley-success-story/
2. Del Grande Dealer Group: upstart.com/dealers/case-studies/del-grande-dealer-group-success-story/
3. Germain Automotive Group: upstart.com/dealers/case-studies/germain-automotive-group-success-story/
4. Power Kia: upstart.com/dealers/case-studies/power-kia-success-story/

http://upstart.com/dealers/case-studies/lexus-of-lehigh-valley-success-story/
http://upstart.com/dealers/case-studies/del-grande-dealer-group-success-story/
http://upstart.com/dealers/case-studies/germain-automotive-group-success-story/
http://upstart.com/dealers/case-studies/power-kia-success-story/

